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ENHANCING BIODIVERSITY AND RESILIENCE
IN CROP PRODUCTION

GERMAN CASE STUDY

Max

5700 ha

Contact : Fatima Lehnhardt, Fatima.Lehnhardt@zalf.de ; Peter Zander, Peter.Zander@zalf.de ; Wei Zhang,
w.zhang@cgiar.org

All farms are mostly conventional

farms. However, some farm had some

organic livestock or pastureland
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PERCEPTION OF
BIODIVERSITY

BIODIVERSITY
IN PRACTICE

Crop rotation

Regular soil inspections

Buffer strips

Flower strips

Cover crops

Riparian buffer

Measures to save energy

Engagement with local communities

Permanent grassland

Reduction of ferlizer use

Reduction of fungicides use

Reduction of insecticides use

Manamgement of field timber and Söllen

Reduction of herbecides use

Agroforestry systems

New habitats (bushlands etc)

Organic farmingof fungicides

100%

100%

89%

89%

89%

89%

89%

78%

78%

78%

72%

72%

67%

61%

44%

28%

17%

PUBLIC POLICIES
& PROGRAMS

Respondents are not against organic
agriculture but choose conventional for:

- Financial reasons
- They believe organic agriculture can not
feed the world.
-  They choose the land sparing approach (vs
land sharing). Preference for intensive
agriculture to leave plots for flowerings strips.

ORGANIC
AGRICULTURE

ASPIRATIONS
& CHALLENGES

Success was mostly defined in financial terms.
Personal happiness was also considered very important.

Levers to success:
Technical innovation, policy changes, changing market
prices, direct marketing & the establishment of local
production chains

DRIVERS OF
CHANGE

ENHANCING BIODIVERSITY AND RESILIENCE
IN CROP PRODUCTION

flowering strips
intercrops
crop rotation
Diversity of soil organisms, insect, animals and
plants
Diversity of crops

BIODIVERSITY is related to farm management &
crop diversification:

What biodiversity measure is considered as
highly effective according to farmers?

SUBSIDIES

ADVANTAGES

SOLUTIONS

Respondents call for more freedom, autonomy and independence when implementing biodiversity
enhancing practices. They call for objective-oriented policies & flexible funding applications.

Time spent in the office for administration is
constantly increasing
 
"All this paperwork has to be kept as light as

possible"

Stricter monitoring and little flexibility

"In terms of control, we are flown over once a
week and they record everything we do or do
not do on the field or how does it look or does

not look like."

Fast changes in regulations (nearly every year)

"Now for every little thing there is a new
regulation and again an innovation and

everything is pulled tighter"

Almost all farmers receive subsidies for flowering strips. Some farmers are additionally involved in
local/regional programs (KULAB, Verein Rheinische Kulturlanschaft, other state funded programs)

Disadvantages of an increase in biodiversity:
pest insects, wolves and economic disadvantages

Increasing the diversity of crop rotations is
something most farmers want to do but lack
marketing opportunities

Cover crops are perceived to have a positive
effect on soil fertility, but farmers mention
difficulties in finding the right crops and
establishing a system that works for them:

"About cover crops, you also have to be careful
with the species which can survive in our region,

whether it works or not in our region" 

" And what is important is marketing. There has to
be a market for everything."

DISADVANTAGES

Respondents acknowledge that these new
programs and regulations have improved
agricultural practices a lot compared to
previous generation, in regards of
sustainability. 

Farmers take into account the type of
subsidies, the costs, the practicability of a
program when deciding to join.

Farmers see their involvement in the local
community (e.g. school visits) and
knowledge sharing with the neighboring
farms as an important part of their work. 
Farmers in Brandenburg often see people
from Berlin as their target group.

Economic reasons: monetary gains
Healthy ecosystems
Generational changes: handing over healthy
soils to next generations

MOTIVATIONS

LIMITATIONS
Increasing level of bureaucracy
High prices for local mixtures seeds
Financial losses (inputs, investments, lower
yields)
Lack marketing opportunity
Practicability
Availability of seeds

Bureaucracy

Financial
pressure

Increasing
size farm

Negative
public opinion

Climate change
& droughts

CHALLENGES

Contact : Fatima Lehnhardt, Fatima.Lehnhardt@zalf.de ; Peter Zander, Peter.Zander@zalf.de ; Wei Zhang,
w.zhang@cgiar.org
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